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A GRADE SEASON PREVIEW
Welcome to Season 2022!
Firstly, I’d like to thank the Kings community for welcoming me in the role as Player Coach for season 2022.
It’s been great to witness the culture that has been building at the club in recent years and I’m excited by the
opportunity to work with a highly-motivated playing group to deliver on-field success in 2022 and beyond. I’d
like to thank Kathy Carruthers and the Board for the opportunity to coach the club this year and for all of their
hard work behind the scenes in preparation for the season.
Our pre-season started back in November and I know it has been a long, challenging and rewarding program
for the boys. The preseason was focused on building our aerobic and anaerobic fitness levels, and learning a
game plan that is based on:
·
·
·
·

18 roles and defined structures
A defensive philosophy - i.e. how we want to defend
An offensive philosophy - i.e. how we want to attack / move the ball

Scenario planning - i.e. how we respond to particular scenarios as they unfold on game-day

In addition to learning a game-plan that I am confident will hold up come finals time, it was great to see the
group achieve significant improvements on their fitness testing (the 2km time trial). On average, our group
delivered a 22 second improvement from the November 21 to March 22 period, indicating that our hard work
over the summer had paid off.
We also spent a lot of time developing and agreeing our group trademarks, which are all about how we want
to conduct ourselves and be perceived as a club. Our group trademarks for this season (and hopefully beyond) are Care, Consistent and Accountable. It’s been great to see the boys already starting to adopt these
trademarks in our preparation for round 1, and I trust that our supporters will see the boys living these trademarks on gameday.
We also recently elected our Leadership Group for the season. Each player was given 5 votes to assign to
the players that the believed best live our group trademarks. Accordingly, I’m pleased to announce that Jack
Green will again lead the group as Captain, with support from Jake Van der Hoek (VC), Matt Falzon and Harrison George. Each of these players are fantastic leaders in their own right and it was great to see a total of 14
players receive votes, highlighting the depth of leadership capabilities we have amongst our group.
We recently completed two trial games against the Onkaparinga Valley FC (Hills League) and the Henley
Sharks (Div 2). These trial games were a fantastic opportunity for the boys to test themselves against strong
opposition and provided some key learnings around the execution of our new game plan which has been
extremely helpful in our preparation for round 1.
I, and the rest of the playing and coaching group, are extremely excited for what season 2022 holds, and I
hope that our sponsors and supporters get to witness an exciting brand of football that is organised, efficient
and effective, and hard to play against!
See you at the footy,
Evo

ROUND 1 - 1st APRIL

HOPE VALLEY - 8PM

A GRADE VS HOPE VALLEY

B GRADE SEASON PREVIEW
After the disappointment of the Prelim for 2021, the boys have come back with the drive and determination of a side that left something on the park last season. We all know we fell short and the
final hurdle and 2022 is all about redemption, and we have hit the track with nothing else in mind.
Evo had put the boys through a strong running program and we are as fit as ever. A offensive new
game plan and the injection of some great recruits, especially from a reserves perspective with Egar,
Schinkel and Sandow and we have filled some large shoes, notably last years B and F winner in
Howie, and could not be more excited to see what we have in play. We are finally here and it starts
with Hopeless Valley on their dung heap in a Friday night spectacular.
Bring on 2022!
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HOPE VALLEY - 6PM

B GRADE VS HOPE VALLEY

C GRADE SEASON PREVIEW
Well here we are, it’s round 1 already and I couldn’t be more pumped for what season 2022 has in
store for the mighty Glamours!! Its been a big off season for us with so many blokes putting in some
huge pre seasons which was awesome to see. Our skipper Mark Bachetti was leading from the front
and managed to shave 48 seconds off his 2k time trial which was extremely impressive. Having so
many of the C grade group out there participating in pre-season, improving their game and getting fit
will hold us in very good stead throughout the season and it shows just how keen we are to bury the
demons of finals failures over the last 2 years.
There’s also been plenty happening off the field for the Glamours with a number of exciting recruits
committing to the group and a whole host of young talent coming in from the school. Ex A grade
guns Nick Worrall and Alex Catford have decided to take a step back from the commitment of the
top level this year and strut their stuff in the C grade which I am more than pleased with. Former
C grade legends Todd Bevan, Kane Chenoweth, Harry Pepper, Fred Moore and 2020 BnF winner
Justin Deoliveira have also decided to get back amongst the fold. Of the younger players, guys like
Eddie Elias, Josh Angus, Will Taylor and Will “Slammo” Hammond have been seriously impressive
and I’m sure they wont last long in the C grade before they’re moved up through the grades. All in
all our squad is looking unbelievably strong again and with the support of the D grade boys always
putting pressure on those C grade spots I don’t think we could be in a better position.
Our goal for season 2022 is one thing, to finally achieve that ultimate success that we’ve been so
close to the last 2 years. We have been building something really special at this club as a whole
since 2020 and everyone deserves the success of winning a premiership. With the group we have at
the moment I’m sure we have what it takes to get there and I cannot wait for it all to get started for
the Glamours on Saturday morning against Hope Valley. See you all out there, go Kings!!

ROUND 1 - 2nd APRIL

HOPE VALLEY - 10AM

C GRADE VS HOPE VALLEY

D GRADE SEASON PREVIEW
Welcome to 2022! The pre-season this year has been massive under the new leadership of Evo (and
the new line coaches) and the club looks ready and primed for a very successful season. One of
my favourite parts of the season is seeing all of the new blokes that make their way out to the Kings
from either school, mates or other avenues. The Kings truly are becoming the destination club. I’ll be
especially keen to see how a few of the new kings go this year, especially Jack Reinhardt and Josh
Angus.
I’m thrilled to have been given the D Grade coach position again this year and am confident we can
build on last year’s results and make a strong push for finals.

ROUND 1 - 2nd APRIL

HASLAM - 12:15PM

D GRADE VS SHOC

QUEENS’ SEASON PREVIEW
Hey everyone,
We are super excited to be entering our second season of the Pembroke Queens 2022. The pre-season has seen many new faces joining the squad so the pembroke family can expect a lot of new
faces and talent. It is great to see a strong contingent of players that are not only old scholars but
also current students. This group combined with our existing players has seen the group develop
over the summer into a great squad that really enjoys each other’s company. We have had a couple
of successful hit outs with our practice matches which has the given the group a lot of confidence
heading into the start of the season. We play Modbury round 1 at Haslam oval and given the fact the
men’s sides will have already played, it will be great to have a crowd to support the team. We look
forward to seeing you out there.
Cheers,
JC
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HASLAM - 3:15PM

QUEENS VS MODBURY
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